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With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and

Feel books immediately capture the attention of the very youngest children to create an experience

they'll want to repeat over and over again.  Baby Touch and Feel: Colors and Shapes lets babies

learn all about basic colors and shapes by interacting with vibrant images.
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My 11mo. old baby loves touch and feel books. I wish the books in this series had larger texture

spots for the baby to feel. I have some DK touch and feel books that we bought about 8 years ago

and the texture areas were much, much larger. I guess they're trying to produce the product for less

$$ :(

I often read this book to my baby (11 months) before bedtime. She is definitely motivated by the

pictures and wants to touch them and turn the pages. Reading this book to her also helps relax her

before sleep. The binding on this book was a little less sturdy than I would have hoped. It still holds

together, but has been ripped. I haven't had this problem with the most of the other DK board books

despite them getting the same treatment.



This book is small, so the pages that actually have material to "touch and feel" (not all of them do)

are, at most, a square inch and that's being liberal. Plus, the fabric on one of the pages rubbed off in

pieces when you touched it. Choking hazard. I sent it back.

This is the kind of book every child can have read to them to really enjoy it before they completely

fall asleep, and look at the pictures enclosed. I wish when my son was younger, I would have found

a book like this for him to be admused by. Thank you so much!

My grandaughter ever since she cold hold a book in her hands has and continues to enjoy these

great touch & feel book series..Recommend them for babies and toddlers that are learning and

developing their senses as well as an introduction to basic language skills...My granddaughter

already has a love for books and brings me one to read to her everyday....

It doesn't really solve the purpose of being a bed time story book. I m thinking of returning it. Bed

time touch n feel books should have fluffy animals! They should have good nights and see in the

morning and prayer stuff.

I was extremely disappointed in this entire series of books. I bought them as a Christmas present for

my daughter and was shocked at the lack of meaningful sensory experiences. Some pages don't

even have any anything to touch or the raise is so insignificant that it can barely be felt. I do not

recommend this book if you're looking for a lot to "touch" or "feel."

I wouldn't call this a touch and feel book. The parts to touch are very small; approximately quarter

sized. And not a significant texture difference from the actual book pages. I wouldn't buy again.
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